Typical fire rated wall junction - 30 or 60mins as required by building design (By Others)

ROCKWOOL TCB sized to suit insulation and integrity required by building design
Refer to datasheet for size options to suit build up

ROCKWOOL PWCB
Sized to suit cavity width
Refer to datasheet for size options
(Option - Use 2 Nº ROCKWOOL TCB in lieu of PWCB in line with each party stud wall)

ROCKWOOL FLEXI

Internal lining and finishes
(By Others)

Vapour control layer

Timber frame to suit structural requirements (By Others) with ROCKWOOL Timber Frame Slab fitted between studs

Masonry outer leaf
(Typical 103mm brickwork)
(By Others)

ROCKWOOL Rainscreen Duo

Please refer to relevant ROCKWOOL product data sheet for further detail / specification / performance